[Video opens on wide aerial shot of the Gettysburg Campus.]

**VOICEOVER:**
Thank you for joining us on the tour of HACC’s Gettysburg Campus.

[The HACC logo and “Gettysburg Campus” appear over the aerial shot.]

**VO:**
Established in 1990, the Gettysburg Campus is located in Adams County and serves as one of five HACC locations in the region.

[The shot fades to another aerial shot of main entrance of the building.]

**VO:**
We welcome students from surrounding counties, local school districts, and even all worldwide through our online learning options. The campus is steps away from the battlefield and downtown Gettysburg.

[The shot slides to an outdoor shot of the doors to the Welcome Center. A label reading “Welcome Center” rises underneath the image.]

**VO:**
Our first stop on our tour is the One-Stop Welcome Center. The Welcome Center staff will be able to assist with any HACC related questions.

[The shot slides to an indoor shot of the Welcome Center. A label reading “Financial Aid” rises underneath the image.]

**VO:**
Additionally, you will also be able to connect with other services such as financial aid and cashiering staff who will be able to assist you with filling out your FASFA and answering questions pertaining to your aid eligibility, along with paying your account.

[The shot slides off and a shot of a student and employee shaking hands outside the Welcome Center doors slides on screen.]

**VO:**
We offer many services to assist students in meeting their academic and career goals. These services include

[The shot slides into a photo of group of HACC employees. One is holding a sign that reads, “We are committed to YOUR success!” A series of two labels reading “Admissions” and “Academic Advising” rise underneath the image.]

**VO:**
admissions, academic advising,
[The photo slides into a shot of the Welcome Center windows. The series of labels continue with “Career Services,” “Student Access Services” and “KEYS.”]

**VO:**
career services, student access services, KEYS,

[The video slides to a shot of the American flag flying outside of the Gettysburg Campus. The series of labels continues with “Military and Veteran Affairs.”]

**VO:**
veterans’ affairs,

[The video slides to a shot of an employee looking at her laptop. The series of labels continues with “Success Coaching.”]

**VO:**
success coaching,

[The video slides to a photo of a group of HACC employees. One is holding a sign that reads “We’re the helpful place!” Another is holding a sign that reads “YOUR starting place!” The series of labels continues with “Transfer Services” and “And more!”]

**VO:**
transfer services, and more.

[The photo slides off and a shot of the bookstore entrance slides on screen.]

**VO:**
Take a moment to connect with other students by grabbing a cup of coffee, catching up on assignments, purchasing books and awesome HACC swag

[The shot slides into shot of a sign in the HUB commons area.]

**VO:**
in the student commons area known as the HUB.

[The video slides off screen and a shot of the fireplace lounge slides on screen.]

**VO:**
The hub also features a fireplace lounge

[The video slides off screen and a shot of the entrance to the Robert C. Hoffman room slides on screen.]

**VO:**
and the Robert C. Hoffman room used for college and community events throughout the year.

[The video slides off screen and a shot of students walking in the hallway appears on screen.]

**VO:**
An important part of your experience and education at HACC is the opportunity to immerse yourself in campus life.
[The video slides off screen and four photos highlighting different campus life events slide on screen.]

**VO:**
Participate in the numerous activities, events, and programs

[The photos slide off and a shot of the SGA office sign slides on screen. A label reading “Student Government Association” rises underneath the image, followed by a label reading “Student Programming Board.”]

**VO:**
offered by our fabulous Student Government Association and the Student Programming Board.

[The video slides off screen and a shot of the Learning Commons slides on screen. A label reading “Learning Commons” rises underneath the image.]

**VO:**
The Learning Commons incorporates library information resources, tutoring and testing services, as well as the computer workstations, study areas, and collaborative workrooms.

[The video slides off screen a shot of the main Learning Commons desk slides on screen.]

**VO:**
Our stellar staff is ready to assist you with the resources you need to help you stay on top of assignments and projects.

[The video slides off screen and a photo of IT staff with the HACC Hawk appears on screen.]

**VO:**
Additionally, we have IT support to assist you with technology concerns.

[The photo slides off screen and the number 1,400 appears on screen.]

**VO:**
Serving more than 1,400 students every year,

[The text disappears and a shot of a student speaking with a staff member at the Learning Commons desk slides on screen.]

**VO:**
our experienced staff and faculty

[The shot slides to a shot of a nursing student and faculty member.]

**VO:**
are dedicated to the success of every student.

[The shot slides to a shot of the mechatronics classroom and lab area. The text “Degree” appears on screen under a graphic of a mortarboard. “Degree” flips around to become “Certificate,” followed by “Diploma.”]
VO: We offer paths to over 100 associate degrees, certificates, and diploma programs,

[The shot slides to a rack focus shot of nursing coats.]

VO: which include nursing,

[The shot slides to a photo of a faculty member in front of a “Phi Beta Lambda” banner, holding a sign that reads, “HACC’s Business Club can’t wait to meet you!”]

VO: business, criminal justice,

[The photo slides to a shot of the mechatronics lab.]

VO: mechatronics,

[The shot slides to two students studying on the Learning Commons.]

VO: medical assisting, health care management,

[The shot slides to a faculty member in protective eyewear speaking.]

VO: biology, physician office assistant,

[The shot slides to a shot of a faculty member at the head of a classroom of students.]

VO: psychology, and more,

[The shot slides to a photo of two mechatronics students in the lab speaking with visitors on a tour.]

VO: with over 30 programs

[The photo slides to a photo of a group of smiling HACC students posing outdoors.]

VO: which can be entirely completed at the Gettysburg Campus.

[The photo slides off to a shot of nursing students working in a lab with a faculty member.]

VO: We offer small class sizes and flexible schedules

[The shot slides to a shot of a student smiling in the HUB.]
VO: so that you are able to continue your education around YOUR schedule.

[The shot slides to a shot of a group of students interacting in the HUB.]

VO: This includes attending HACC full or part-time,

[The video slides to a shot of a student studying at home on a laptop.]

VO: day or evening, and in-person or online.

[The video slides to a shot of the security office. A label reading “Public Safety & Security” rises underneath the image.]

VO: Safety is one of the top priorities at HACC. Our Public Safety and Security team provides public safety and services to the HACC community.

[The video slides off screen and a photo of two security officers with the HACC Hawk holding a sign that reads, “We’ve got YOUR back!”]

VO: They provide access to facilities, security escorts, assist with vehicle jumpstarts or lockouts,

[The photo slides to a photo of four security officers smiling in front of a Gettysburg Campus banner.]

VO: as well as overall monitoring of the campus.

[The photo slides off to a shot of a gazebo, picnic tables and grassy area.]

VO: Lastly, one of our secret spaces is our green space. Students and staff enjoy this space for lunch, studying and enjoying time to themselves. This space is also used for some of our science classes.

[The shot slides off screen and an aerial shot of the Gettysburg Campus entrance slides on screen.]

VO: We hope you will join us to start in your journey in furthering your education to a brighter, successful future - not just for you, but for generations to come. You set the bar. HACC will help you reach it.

[The shot slides off screen and a shot of employees standing in front of the building entrance, smiling and waving, holding letters spelling “welcome” appears on campus. A label reading “start@hacc.edu” rises underneath the image.]

VO: To start YOUR HACC journey, please email start@hacc.edu.